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By 1865, Timothy H. O’Sullivan was one of the most rugged, fieldworn photographers of the Civil War. And he was only twenty-five
years old.

the U.S. Navy fleet preparing to sail toward Fort Fisher, but there is
no evidence that O’Sullivan ventured to southeastern North Carolina
until he photographed the earthen stronghold in early February 1865.

O’Sullivan started in photography as a teenager, working for Mathew
Brady, one of the most famous photographers in the booming field.
It was Brady’s mission to document the great war in photos. To that
end, he sent O’Sullivan with the U.S. Navy on one of the war’s first
amphibious operations in the South in the autumn of 1861. O’Sullivan
took some of the first images of occupied territory after Beaufort,
South Carolina, was captured in November 1861.

Using both a “large plate” camera for 7x9-inch glass plates and the
twin-lens stereoscopic camera to produce 4x10-inch stereo glass plates,
O’Sullivan methodically documented Fort Fisher in photographs.
He never bothered to make a detailed list of exactly what images
he took. The negatives and their paper sleeves, often inscribed with
handwritten titles and captions, were the only key to O’Sullivan’s work.
His Fort Fisher negatives remained a part of Alexander Gardner’s vast
collection of Civil War images until the Library of Congress acquired
them in 1944.

The following year O’Sullivan was at Cedar Mountain, Virginia to
photograph the freshly scarred battlefield there. In 1863, now working
for Alexander Gardner, O’Sullivan was at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
photographing the dead of both sides. When General U.S. Grant took
his army across the Rapidan River in early May 1864 to begin his
relentless march on Richmond, Virginia, O’Sullivan was there, too.
For four long years, O’Sullivan took his “what is it?” darkroom wagon
to the battlefields and forts, and into Union army camps. He shared
the same rugged conditions as soldiers, slogging through the mud
during bone-chilling winters and swatting the infernal flies in the heat
of summer. Through it all he exposed hundreds of plates, and in the
process took some of the most famous photographs of the Civil War.
And yet, in the waning months of the war, when offered the opportunity
to go on one more adventure—to photograph the recently captured
Fort Fisher on the North Carolina coast—O’Sullivan did not hesitate.
Thus North Carolina’s most famous Civil War battlefield came to be
thoroughly documented in a series of about forty images by one of
America’s most prolific photographers.
As was typical of Civil War photographers, O’Sullivan left us little
in the way of documentary evidence about his life. His Civil War
journeys are known principally through his images. Reportedly, he
was at Hampton Roads, Virginia in December 1864 to photograph

Although fairly complete, the thirty-one extant T.H. O’Sullivan
negatives of Fort Fisher—eighteen large plates and thirteen
stereoscopic (half stereo) plates at the Library of Congress—represent
only a portion of his photographic work at Fort Fisher. While taking
advantage of the high quality scans available of the extant negatives
of the Fort Fisher photographs, Fonvielle has tapped other sources:
original stereo view cards, and in the case of one photo, digging up
the only known reproduction from an undated early 20th century
newspaper.
This book, Fort Fisher 1865: The Photographs of T.H. O’Sullivan,
presents for the first time all of the thirty-nine known O’Sullivan
photos of Fort Fisher and the immediate vicinity, and two of the U.S.
Navy’s task force assembled to attack the fort. After more than three
decades of studying Fort Fisher’s history, Dr. Chris E. Fonvielle, Jr. has
reassembled the most complete photographic record of O’Sullivan’s
images of Fort Fisher known to exist. Barring new discoveries (which
is always a possibility), O’Sullivan’s photographic record of Fort Fisher
is presented here in its entirety.
Bob Zeller
www.civilwarphotography.org

From 1979 to 1983, I served as the last curator of the Blockade Runners
of the Confederacy Museum at Carolina Beach, North Carolina. The
privately owned and operated museum, which opened in 1967, was
the dream of the late John H. Foard. A native of Wilmington, North
Carolina, Mr. Foard had always been fascinated with the role his
hometown played as the Confederacy’s most important seaport during
the Civil War. In 1982, five years after Mr. Foard’s death, his beloved
Blockade Runner Museum collection was purchased by New Hanover
County, and moved to the Cape Fear Museum in Wilmington early
the following year.
One of the more exciting displays at the former Blockade Runner
Museum was a large interactive diorama depicting Fort Fisher, the
Confederacy’s strongest seacoast fortification and the main guardian
of Wilmington. A state-of-the-art sound and light show took visitors
through the fort’s history, from construction to capture. Flanking
the diorama on both sides were copies of thirty-six photographs of
Fort Fisher taken by Timothy H. O’Sullivan shortly after the fort’s
fall to Union forces in January 1865. As an enthusiast of Civil War
photography, I was familiar with O’Sullivan views of Fort Fisher
published in Alexander Gardner’s Photographic Sketchbook of the War
(Washington, D.C., 1866), Francis T. Miller’s ten volume Photographic
History of the Civil War (New York, 1911), and on display at the Fort
Fisher State Historic Site. Born and raised in Wilmington, I spent
many hours exploring the remains of Fort Fisher. Until I went to work
at the Blockade Runner Museum, however, I had no idea that T.H.
O’Sullivan had taken so many photographs of the imposing fortress.

newspaper. Fort Fisher 1865: The Photographs of T.H. O’Sullivan
comprises the most complete assemblage of the only extant wartime
images of the mighty earthen stronghold to date.
I deeply appreciate the assistance and support for this project from the
following friends and institutions: Jonathan Anderson; Barbara Baker;
Ray Flowers, Becky Sawyer, and Jim Steele, Fort Fisher State Historic
Site; Josh Howard; Albert Jewell; Chadwick Johnson; Jim Keith; Paul
Laird; James Legg; Prints and Photographs Collections, Library of
Congress; Jim McKee, Brunswick Town/Fort Anderson State Historic
Site; Torrey McLean; Henry Mintz; New York Historical Society;
Charles V. Peery; Alan Purdie; Joseph Sheppard and Beverly Tetterton,
New Hanover County Public Library; Tonia Smith; Jay Taylor; Frank
Vattelana; and Marvin Willett. Special thanks goes to Daniel Ray
Norris, master book designer and president of SlapDash Publishing
and N.C. Starburst Press; Bob Zeller, co-founder and president of the
Center for Civil War Photography, who kindly wrote the Foreword
to Fort Fisher 1865: The Photographs of T.H. O’Sullivan; and my wife
Nancy, who proofread the manuscript.
Chris E. Fonvielle, Jr.
Wilmington, North Carolina

I became entranced by O’Sullivan’s images, and studied them closely
to learn more about Fort Fisher’s construction, armament, defenders,
and captors. My keen interest soon led me on a quest to discover if
there were additional O’Sullivan views of Fisher not on display at
the Blockade Runner Museum. Indeed there were, although not as
many as I had hoped. After thirty years of searching, I uncovered only
another five scarce photographs in the Library of Congress, the New
York Historical Society, and in an early twentieth century Wilmington
Photo by Daniel Ray Norris
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The Fort
Union soldiers occupying Fort Fisher most likely paid little
attention at first to the two civilians wandering around the
fortification. They kept to their assigned tasks—repairing
the fort’s damaged earthen walls and timbered palisade and
remounting cannon atop the high sandy ramparts. Curiosity
eventually got the best of them, however, as they periodically
halted their work to observe the men moving about with a small
wagon, occasionally stopping to set up a curious-looking wooden
box on a tripod to “make a likeness,” as the saying went in those
days, of the fort’s imposing features.
The civilians were, in fact, the “photographic artist” Timothy
H. O’Sullivan and his unidentified assistant, employees of
Alexander Gardner, himself a renowned Civil War era imagemaker. Gardner had been contracted by the U.S. Army to make
a photographic record of Fort Fisher that had only recently
been captured by a Union combined operation. Gardner
dispatched O’Sullivan to Fort Fisher on the Cape Fear River
in southeastern North Carolina to do the field work. There,
in early February 1865, O’Sullivan took at least thirty-nine
images of Fort Fisher and its immediate vicinity, making it at
the time one of the most photographed Confederate forts. Some
Union occupation troops, probably at O’Sullivan’s request, posed
for his camera, and thus became part of Fort Fisher’s fascinating
photographic history themselves.

s

Fort Fisher was the largest and strongest seacoast fortification in
the Confederacy, and the main guardian of Wilmington, North
Carolina, the South’s most important seaport for most of the
Civil War. Union and Confederate observers alike deemed Fort
Fisher virtually impregnable. Unlike conventional fortifications,
Fisher’s massive ramparts were made of beach sand. Up to that
time America’s coastal fortifications had been built mostly of
brick and stone to protect its seaports against foreign invasions.
Fort Caswell on Oak Island that guarded Wilmington from
the mouth of the Cape Fear River, and Fort Macon near
Beaufort, North Carolina were typical of the antebellum
masonry forts built along both the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.
By the 1860s, however, such forts had been made obsolete by
improved weaponry. Heavy artillery bombardments could pound
such defenses into rubble, as was the case when Union forces
attacked Fort Pulaski near Savannah, Georgia in April 1862.
From that point on, Confederate forts were constructed mostly
of dirt and sand, which could be displaced but not destroyed by
artillery fire.

where maritime trade was now uncertain, to Wilmington 175
miles up the coast. Various types of sailing ships and steamships
imported essential supplies from Europe into the Confederacy
by way of Wilmington to meet the needs of soldiers on the
battlefront, as well as civilians on the home front. To get supplies
in, however, these vessels had to run a gauntlet of Union ships
blockading the Cape Fear River.

Lacking the industrial facilities necessary to produce sufficient
military arms and equipment, the Confederacy looked to
Europe, especially Great Britain, to help meet its wartime
needs. President Abraham Lincoln hoped to prevent a seaborne
trade from developing between the Confederacy and European
nations when he proclaimed a naval blockade of the Southern
states shortly after the war began in April 1861.1

Confederate engineers designed networks of earthen defenses
to protect Wilmington and other key cities from capture. By
the summer of 1863, when Union forces put Charleston, South
Carolina under siege warfare, Wilmington’s importance grew.
Merchants transferred much of their operations from Charleston,
Gleason’s Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion , July 16, 1853

Wilmington was North Carolina’s largest city and busiest port in 1860. By the summer of 1863, it was the most important seaport in the Confederacy.
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Declaring a blockade and enforcing it, however, were two
different matters. The U.S. Navy was initially plagued by too few
ships, logistical problems of supply and fueling, a lack of strong
political support, and Europe’s ambiguity about the legality of
the blockade. Moreover, the 3,549-mile-long coastline from
Virginia to Texas, and the dozen major seaports and smaller
harbors and inlets that blockade-runners could access, made it
all but impossible to halt Confederate waterborne commercial
activity.
Southern buyers and European suppliers established shipping
firms to handle the overseas smuggling trade that ensued. In
exchange for Southern commodities—mostly cotton—the
Confederacy imported rifle-muskets, artillery, ammunition,
swords, bayonets, wool cloth for uniforms, blankets, shoes,
medicines and food, and all types of civilian goods.
By 1865, more than 1,600 ships of all classes—schooners, barks,
and steamships foremost among them—had been employed as
blockade-runners. About 1,300 of them were sailing vessels,

used until 1863-1864, when the blockade had tightened to the
extent that it became difficult to break it by wind power alone.
Side-wheel and screw propeller steamers were used more often
in the last two years of the war, relying upon speed and stealth to
challenge Union blockaders hovering around the entranceways
to Southern harbors and cruising the shipping lanes. About
seventy different blockade running steamers with names like
Banshee, Bendigo, Hebe, Night Hawk, Phantom, Ranger, and Wild
Dayrell enjoyed a phenomenal success rate of about 80 percent at
Wilmington, despite the increasingly heavy blockade.
Blockade running proved to be a lucrative trade as shipping
companies and investors made substantial profits selling
or auctioning blockade-run goods. Profits often came at a
high price, however. Many merchant vessels were captured
or destroyed by blockaders as they attempted to enter or
exit Southern ports, and lives sometimes lost. The famous
Confederate spy Rose O’Neale Greenhow drowned off
the blockade-runner Condor trying to run the blockade of
Wilmington in the early morning hours of October 1, 1864.

By war’s end, more than 1,450 blockade-runners had been
captured or destroyed by the U.S. Navy. About thirty blockaderunners were wrecked along the Cape Fear coast, and the skeletal
remains of some of them can still be seen just offshore at low
tide, including the General Beauregard and the Ranger. More
times than not, however, blockade-runners eluded their pursers
to make their port-of-call.2

The blockade-runner Alice

Courtesy of Charles V. Peery

The steamer Alice was one of the most successful blockaderunners that traded at Wilmington. Built as the Sirius by Caird
and Company of Greenock, Scotland in 1857, she measured
231 feet in length, 26 feet in width, and drew about 13 feet
of water. The Importing and Exporting Company of South
Carolina purchased the Sirius in 1863, and converted her into the
blockade-runner Alice. She ran the blockade twenty-four times
without getting caught.3

Union blockading ships off Fort Fisher

Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil War, September 24, 1894

Wilmington offered great advantages for blockade-runners like
the Alice. The Tar Heel port was located near the neutral British
transshipment points of Bermuda and Nassau in the Bahamas.
Vast quantities of supplies were transported on large ocean-going
merchant ships from England to Bermuda and Nassau, where
they were transferred to smaller vessels for the final dash into
the Confederacy. Blockade-runners could enter the Cape Fear
harbor by one of two passageways—Old Inlet at the mouth of
the river, and New Inlet, a shallow passageway five miles to the
northeast. The dual entranceways were separated by Bald Head
Island and Frying Pan Shoals, making the distance between the
inlets about forty miles on the outside of the estuary.
Wilmington itself was twenty-seven miles from the mouth of
the Cape Fear River, and thus far out of range from Union naval
artillery. Moreover, the seaport had good lines of communication
throughout the southeast. The river was navigable to Fayetteville,
eighty-two miles upstream from Wilmington, and three railroads
tapped the seaport. The most important of these rail lines was
the Wilmington and Weldon Railroad, a major supply route for
General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia. More ships
ran the blockade at Wilmington than all other Southern seaports
combined. Little wonder that by 1864 Southerners considered
Wilmington the lifeline of the Confederacy.4
Wilmington’s growing significance led the Confederate
government to rigorously defend it. Next to Charleston,
Wilmington became the most heavily fortified place along the
Atlantic coast. Strong earthen defenses virtually surrounded
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enough to strengthen Bolles’ largest battery by arming it with
two 24-pounder smoothbore cannon and adding fifty yards of
breastworks on each side. In recognition of the work’s architect,
Captain DeRosset christened it Battery Bolles.6

used by blockade-runners. Forts Caswell and Campbell and
Battery Shaw on Oak Island, and Fort Holmes on Bald Head
Island overlooked Old Inlet, while New Inlet was guarded by
Fort Fisher. New Inlet was created by a severe storm in early
September 1761, that cut through a narrow stretch of beach
called the “Haulover” near the tip of New Hanover County.
One hundred years later, New Inlet became the most popular
passageway for blockade running ships at Wilmington.
The tapered peninsula above New Inlet was called Federal Point,
flanked by the Atlantic Ocean to the east and the Cape Fear
River to the west. Southerners renamed it Confederate Point
during the war. There, twenty miles south of Wilmington,
engineers began constructing defenses in the spring of 1861. On
or about April 28, Major Charles Pattison Bolles erected two
artillery batteries about one mile north of the New Inlet. Bolles,
who had recently been appointed chief engineer of the Cape Fear
River and its approaches, built a large sand battery close to the
seashore, with a direct line of fire on the inlet, and a smaller work
farther up the beach.5
Map by Chris E. Fonvielle, Jr.

the city, while auxiliary works stretched up and down the river
and along the beaches. The strongest interior work was Fort
Anderson, built atop the ruins of the colonial port of Brunswick
on the west side of the Cape Fear River. The largest and bestarmed forts, however, were built to safeguard the river entrances

Library of Congress

Battery Bolles, the first artillery position built on
Confederate Point in the spring of 1861.

North Carolina Troops, 1861-’65

Captain William Lord DeRosset,
Wilmington Light Infantry
About one week after arriving on Confederate Point, Bolles
was transferred across the harbor to oversee the construction
of an artillery battery on Oak Island at Old Inlet. He was
replaced as commander on Confederate Point by William
Lord DeRosset, a member of one of the Cape Fear’s oldest and
most prominent families and captain of the Wilmington Light
Infantry. The militia unit was the first company of troops to
garrison Confederate Point, where it arrived on May 7, 1861.
DeRosset remained in charge there only ten days or so, but long

Construction of defenses on Confederate Point progressed in fits
and starts throughout 1861-1862, as engineers came and went. At
least six different gray-uniformed officers designed or supervised
the military projects in the first sixteen months of the war, as
authorities transferred them to other places, like Major Bolles.
The same was true of Major William Henry Chase Whiting,
one of the Confederacy’s top engineers who served as inspector
general of North Carolina’s coast defenses as of April 23, 1861,
headquartered in Wilmington, but was sent to Virginia only three
weeks later. Work also slowed during the war’s first summer as
the military established Camp Wyatt, a large Confederate camp
of instruction about one mile-and-a-half north of Battery Bolles.
On August 31, 1861, state authorities placed Seawell Fremont,
superintendent of the Wilmington and Weldon Railroad and
colonel of the 1st Corps of North Carolina Volunteer Artillery
and Engineers, in charge of the state’s coastal defenses from New
River in Onslow County southward to the South Carolina line.
Like Whiting before him, Fremont focused on building batteries
to guard the Cape Fear River inlets and Wilmington.7
The overall plan for defenses on Confederate Point, as initially
laid out by Major Whiting, was a cordon of gun batteries from
Battery Bolles up the beach to a line of tall sand dunes, which
would eventually be reconfigured to form a great work across
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Wilmington Daily Journal , September 14, 1861

On September 13, 1861, Seawell Fremont named the defenses
Fort Fisher, in honor of Colonel Charles F. Fisher, commander
of the 6th Regiment North Carolina State Troops who was
killed “while gallantly leading his men” at the battle of Manassas,
Virginia, on July 21, 1861.9
Military Images

Colonel Seawell Fremont
the peninsula from the ocean to the river. Under Fremont’s
supervision, Captain John C. Winder of the North Carolina
Engineers, erected additional works on Confederate Point,
including a large casemate battery—an underground chamber
with embrasures for cannon—about 350 yards north of Battery
Bolles. The casemate battery was later named Battery Meade. Its
namesake, Captain Richard K. Meade, had fought for the U.S.
Army at Fort Sumter in Charleston harbor, April 12-14, 1861,
but promptly resigned his commission after that first battle of the
war to join the Confederate Engineer Corps. Meade succeeded
Captain Winder as engineer on Confederate Point.8

Colonel Fremont resigned from active military duty in the
autumn of 1861 to resume work with the Wilmington and
Weldon Railroad. His replacement at Fort Fisher was Captain

North Carolina Troops, 1861-’65

Colonel Charles F. Fisher, 6th N.C. State Troops,
Fort Fisher’s namesake

John J. Hedrick, a dry goods salesman from Wilmington who
had led the Cape Fear Minutemen in the untimely seizures of two
U.S. forts—Johnston and Caswell—at the mouth of the Cape
Fear River in early January 1861, more than four months before
North Carolina seceded from the Union. It was the first overt
act against the federal government in North Carolina during the
crisis of the Union. Hedrick took over command at Fort Fisher
in November 1861, serving until late June 1862. He continued
the military construction projects on Confederate Point, now
under the direction of Brigadier General Samuel Gibbs French,
commander of the District of the Cape Fear from mid-March
until mid-July 1862.10
Colonel William Lamb of the 36th Regiment North Carolina
Troops (2nd N.C. Artillery), assumed command of Fort Fisher
on July 4, 1862. After touring what he defined as works that
“amounted to nothing,” he determined to strengthen and expand
the defenses so that they could withstand the heaviest cannon fire
of the U.S. Navy. A lawyer and newspaper editor from Norfolk,
Virginia, Lamb had little experience building forts before he
arrived on Confederate Point. Lamb had formerly commanded
Fort St. Philip (renamed Fort Anderson in 1863) at Brunswick
Point across the Cape Fear River. There he became interested
in military engineering. When W.H.C. Whiting returned to
Wilmington in November 1862 as a general officer and new
commander of the District of the Cape Fear, he supported
Colonel Lamb’s ambitious plans for Fort Fisher. Under Whiting’s
close supervision, Lamb built Fisher from a scattering of sand
batteries into the mightiest seacoast fortress in America. He

Author’s collection

Carte-de-visite of Colonel William Lamb,
Confederate commander of Fort Fisher, 1862-1865
worked his laborers six days a week, and seven days a week when
rumors of attack reached him. Construction of the defenses took
place under the watchful eye of Union blockaders off New Inlet
that occasionally lobbed shells onshore in an effort to disrupt the
work parties. Undeterred, Lamb pressed on.
By 1864, Fort Fisher was a massive two-sided sand fortification
that looked like a giant number “7” from a birds-eye view. A
series of elevated gun batteries mounting forty-seven cannon was
connected by a broad sand rampart and stretched for more than
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a mile. Thousands of cubic feet of sand were piled up one shovel
full, one wheelbarrow load at a time by Confederate soldiers
working alongside African American laborers.
The fort’s land front—the short shank of the “7”—guarded the
northern land approaches. Beginning near the Cape Fear River
at Shepherd’s Battery, the defensive line stretched eastward for
approximately 500 yards toward the Atlantic Ocean, where it
formed a full bastion. The sandy rampart, sodded with luxuriant
marsh grass to prevent erosion, was twenty feet high from
ground level to the top, or parapet, of the fort at an angle of 45
degrees, and twenty-five feet thick at the base. The parapet was
interspersed with sixteen gun chambers mounting en barbette
(elevated so as to fire over the top of the fort) twenty-one
guns—a 24-pounder; 6.4-inch, 32-pounder Navy guns; 8-inch
and 10-inch Columbiads; and a 24-pounder Coehorn mortar.
Two additional mortars were placed on the parade ground
below. Each gun chamber was separated by a traverse, a large
mound of sand about ten feet higher than the parapet, designed
to protect cannon and crews from enfilade fire and flying
shrapnel. Underneath the fort’s embankment was a series of
interconnected bunkers, each serving alternately as an ordnance
and gunpowder magazine or a bombproof, where soldiers could
seek refuge during a bombardment.

A nine-foot high palisade of heavy sharpened pine timbers pierced
with loopholes for musketry, and a minefield supplemented
the land face defenses. Engineers also cut a tunnel, technically
called a postern, underneath the rampart halfway down the line
so that light artillery and sharpshooters could be deployed into
a demilune constructed just outside, but connected, to the fort’s
main wall. This position would allow the fort’s defenders to fire
into the flanks of attacking enemy troops. To provide for a clear
field of fire for the gunners, the woods were cleared for one-halfmile north of the land face. The road to Wilmington ran along
the riverbank as it approached the fort at Shepherd’s Battery.
The land and sea face batteries intersected at a full bastion about
100 yards from the Atlantic Ocean’s high water mark. Located
in the northeast corner of the fort, this immense thirty-two-foot
high battery was appropriately called the Northeast Bastion. An
8-inch Columbiad and a British manufactured 8-inch Blakely rifle
comprised the battery’s armament. From the Northeast Bastion
the defensive line ran southward, paralleling the oceanfront for
approximately 1,300 yards.
A seventy-five-yard four-gun emplacement, built in the same
massive style as the land face batteries, connected to the Northeast
Bastion. Joining this was the casemated Battery Meade, but
converted by Colonel Lamb into a hospital bombproof. From
there a series of nine batteries mounting sixteen seacoast guns
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were connected by a large embankment of sand. These batteries
were also flanked by traverses, but stood lower than the land face
batteries, as they were designed for ricochet firing at enemy ships.
At the far south end of the sea face towered a forty-three foot
high conical gun emplacement named Battery Lamb for the
fort’s commander, but generally referred to as Mound Battery.
Its massive profile could be seen for miles at sea, and blockaderunners depended on it for both navigation and protection from
its two seacoast cannon as they approached New Inlet.

From Battery Lamb to the south tip of Confederate Point was
an open expanse of low, sandy ground. At the extreme point,
engineers constructed a large, elliptical four-gun battery that
commanded New Inlet. Built in the autumn of 1864, Battery
Buchanan was named in honor of Admiral Franklin Buchanan,
C.S. Navy who had recently been captured at the naval battle of
Mobile Bay, Alabama. The battery was also a citadel to which
Fort Fisher’s garrison might retreat if necessary, and from where
survivors could be transported to safety across the Cape Fear
River or reinforcements landed. A wharf to accommodate even
large steamships was located near Battery Buchanan.11

Blockade running sailors often referred to Colonel Lamb and
his Tar Heel artillerists as their guardian angels. Many times
during the war their booming cannon turned away pursuing
enemy gunboats, allowing blockade-runners safe passage into
the harbor by way of New Inlet.
Both Colonel Lamb and General Whiting believed that a mighty
fortress like Fort Fisher was needed to defend Wilmington
against a Union land and sea attack they were certain would

eventually come to the shores of the Lower Cape Fear. Whiting
most feared a land assault on the north side of Wilmington,
where the defenses were weakest, or by a Union amphibious
landing at Wrightsville Beach and an advance against the city
from the east, thus bypassing the big forts at the mouth of the
river. By the autumn of 1864, however, the enemy’s attack plans
became known. Fort Fisher was their target. Lamb hoped he had
prepared well for battle. Much was at stake.

“Fort Fisher, commanding the New Inlet entrance to Cape Fear River––the British steamer Hansa running the blockade under the guns of the fort.”
Illustrated London News , January 23, 1864
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Battery Lamb (b)
The succession of O’Sullivan’s three photographs of
Battery Lamb is unknown. In this image (LCUSC62-79428) O’Sullivan’s camera was a little north
of its previous position (as pictured on page 106). The
10-inch Columbiad is visible, as is the bombproof door
near the bottom and to the right of the stairway.
A remarkable incident occurred at Battery Lamb during
the battle on Christmas Eve 1864. From his headquarters
near the Northeast Bastion, Colonel Lamb noticed that
the Union fleet was concentrating much of its fire on the
fort’s flags. The main flagstaff on the parade ground got
so chewed-up by bursting shells that the garrison standard
could not be raised. Lamb sent word to Captain Daniel
Munn to hoist a flag on Mound Battery, way above the
beach and in plain view of the enemy. Since the flagpole

Sea Face
Batteries
(Interior)

was not equipped with halyards to secure the flag, Munn
ordered Corporal Noah B. Bennett of Company K, 36th
Regiment North Carolina Troops (2nd Regiment N.C.
Artillery), to shinny the pole and attach the flag by hand.
But Bennett, who weighed-in at 196 pounds, was too big
to make the climb, so Private Christopher C. “Kit” Bland
volunteered. Bland quickly drew the wrath of Union
warships as he undertook his climb, but miraculously
escaped being hit by incoming projectiles. In fact, he
repeated his bold act amid the cheers of both his comrades
and enemy gunners after the lower end of the flag was cut
away by a shell. The flag flew over Mound Battery for the
remainder of the battle, and was subsequently presented
as a trophy of the Confederate victory to North Carolina
Governor Zebulon B. Vance.17
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Battery Lamb (c)
O’Sullivan’s third image of Battery Lamb (LC-B8177622) provides good clarity of the imposing earthwork.
His camera now located on the south side of the battery,
O’Sullivan captured a chassis, perhaps the railcar used
in the battery’s construction in March and April 1863,
at the bottom of the massive ramp. Cartloads of sand
were transported to the top of the battery along an
inclined railway, and then dumped over the side to fillin around a tall wooden tower. Acting Rear-Admiral
S. P. Lee, commander of the North Atlantic Blockading
Squadron from 1862-1864, enclosed sketches of the
Confederate battery under construction in a report to U.S.
Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles on April 17, 1863.18

Sea Face
Batteries
(Exterior)
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The 10-inch Columbiad, flagstaff, and signal lights atop
the battery are clearly visible. The shack in the center of
the photograph presumably is that which appeared in the
drawings submitted with Admiral Lee’s report. A line of
laundry hangs next to the building. A section of palisade
fronting Battery Lamb can be seen on the far right, as
well as two large submersible mines (called torpedoes in
those days) that the Union navy pulled out of the water.
The Confederates had deployed them to prevent enemy
gunboats from attempting to run into New Inlet during
the battles. Ten-inch cannonballs are stacked up on the
beach behind the chassis at the bottom of the ramp.
Battery Hedrick and the telegraph station to the north
can be seen in the background on the far left.
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Battery Buchanan
O’Sullivan made two views of Battery Buchanan at
the south tip of Confederate Point, about one mile
southwest of Battery Lamb. Acting on orders from
General Whiting, Colonel Lamb built Battery Buchanan
in the autumn of 1864 to guard against any attempt by
enemy gunboats to push through New Inlet and into the
Cape Fear River. The magnificent elliptical battery was
based on a design furnished to Lamb by Redden Pittman,
a young farmer-turned-engineer from Edgecombe
County, North Carolina. Pittman hoped to call the
work Battery Augusta after his sweetheart, but General
Whiting instructed Lamb to name it Battery Buchanan in
honor of Admiral Franklin Buchanan of the Confederate
States Navy, who was captured at the battle of Mobile
Bay, Alabama, on August 5, 1864.19

South tip of
Confederate
Point

Library of Congress

Admiral Franklin Buchanan,
Confederate States Navy
The formidable battery mounted four seacoast
cannon—two 11-inch Brooke smoothbores and two
10-inch Columbiads—separated by three massive
connected traverses, with direct fire over New Inlet. The
Brooke guns are pictured on the left side of the battery,
the Columbiads to the right. Battery Buchanan was also
a citadel to which Fort Fisher’s garrison might retreat or
reinforcements sent, as a wharf nearby could accommodate
even large steamships. The battery was manned by a
detachment of Confederate sailors and Marines.
Fourteen Union soldiers stand atop the battery’s parapet,
all looking toward O’Sullivan’s camera positioned in a
mud flat south of the work. Note the mule-drawn dray on
the far left.
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Battery Buchanan (b)

South tip of
Confederate
Point

For his second image of Battery Buchanan, O’Sullivan
made a stereoscopic view (LC-B815-1231) from a
position farther back on the mud flat near New Inlet. Five
soldiers are atop the battery’s parapet, while four other
soldiers can be made out beside the Brooke rifle, second
gun from the left. Yet another soldier stands on the beach
looking toward the camera. The mule-drawn dray is more
visible here (left of center) than in the previous image on
page 112. On the far left is a U.S. Army encampment, as
indicated by the numerous pup tents and large A-frame
tents. The masts and smokestacks of two ships in New
Inlet are visible on the far right side of the photograph.
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Quartermaster’s Office, Fort Fisher, N.C.
The exact location of the wooden structure in this
photograph is unknown, as it no longer stands. O’Sullivan
identified it as the “Quartermaster’s Office, Fort Fisher,
N.C.” It apparently served as a dual office building, as the
sign on the right side of the porch reads “Quartermaster’s
Office,” and the other “Depot Commissary.”
Most of the structures inside Fort Fisher were destroyed
by the naval bombardments, so the post quartermaster’s
office/commissary depot doubtfully survived. A likely
spot was near Battery Buchanan at the tip of Confederate
Point (Union engineers designated it Ft. Buchanan on
their survey map). That area was not heavily targeted by
Union warships, and the faint outline of what may be an
earthwork appears on the far left side of the photograph.
Another possible location for the building was about
one-and-a-half miles north of Fort Fisher in the rear of
the U.S. Army’s large fortified encampment. Engineers
pinpointed the “Commissary,” circled in blue, on its
“Sketch of Vicinity of Fort Fisher” map.
None of the men or the young African American sailor
boy (standing on the porch to the far right) in the image
have been identified. The man in civilian dress smoking
a pipe in the center of the photograph seems to be
the focus of O’Sullivan’s camera. He looks somewhat
like Brevet Major General Alfred H. Terry (see page
25), but his comparatively small stature (Terry stood
6’ 2” tall) negate that possibility. Army tents can be seen
on both sides of the building.

The Official Military Atlas of the Civil War
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Miscellaneous Photographs
Written in pencil on the reverse side of this
stereo view card is “Federal Pt. NC.” If the
provenance is accurate, T.H. O’Sullivan may
well have taken the photograph that shows
at least eight ships in the offing.

Courtesy of Barbara Baker

This image is identified in the Library
of Congress’ Prints and Photographs
Collections as “Fort Fisher, NC, interior
view” (LC-B815-1138), and consequently has
been reprinted in several publications as
such. It is not Fort Fisher. In fact, it is a
photograph of Confederate Fort Darling on
Drewry’s Bluff on the James River below
Richmond, Virginia. For comparative views
of Fort Darling see LC-B811-3352 and LC-DIGcwpb-00045, accessible through the Library
of Congress’ homepage.

Fort Fisher State Historic Site

Library of Congress

This photograph of a rippled mud flat and what appears to be
a large cannon on the horizon is in the holdings of the Fort
Fisher State Historic Site. Its provenance is unknown, but the
view is reminiscent of T.H. O’Sullivan’s artistic photos of the
American West taken in the late 1860s and early 1870s.
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Glossary
Banded gun: an artillery piece reinforced with a layer of iron
around its breech (rear of the tube).

Canister: field artillery canister comprised a tin cylinder
attached to a sabot and filled with small lead or iron shot.

Barbette: cannon are mounted “en barbette,” usually on a high
carriage, for firing over a parapet.

Carriage: a gun carriage is designed to support a cannon,
especially when fired. A seacoast gun carriage sat on a chassis,
comprised of two rails and a tongue.

Bastion: work consisting of two faces and two flanks forming a
salient angle.
Battery: a battery consists of two or more pieces of artillery.
The term also refers to an emplacement where artillery is
mounted for defensive or offensive purposes.
Blockade-runner: Confederate ships and those of neutral
nations, mainly British, employed in the profitable though risky
violation of trading goods through the Union naval blockade
of Southern seaports. The term also applied to captains, crews,
shippers, and agents engaged in the trade.
Bolt: solid iron cylindrical projectile designed to penetrate or
knock down a target.
Bombproof: reinforced bunker built underneath a fortification
to provide protection for troops during a bombardment.
Breeching jaws: A semicircular attachment to the base or
breech of a navy cannon into which a rope is inserted to arrest
recoil during firing.

Carriage cheeks: supporting braces of a gun carriage and on
which trunnions are placed.
Casemate: vaulted chamber with embrasures for cannon.
Covered Way: a walkway, hidden from view by a rampart.
Curtain: part of a rampart joining batteries, bastions, or flanks.
Demilune: crescent-shaped outwork attached to the main
fortification so as to cover the rampart with enfilade fire. Also
termed a ravelin.
Embrasure: opening cut in a fortification’s parapet or wall
through which artillery could fire.
Enfilade: to sweep the length of a work or line of troops by
artillery or small arms fire.
Fortification: consists in part of a mound of dirt called a
rampart that encloses the body of the place, a parapet that
surmounts the rampart, and traverses, mounds higher than the
parapet that cross the breadth of the covered way.

Grape-shot: iron balls put together with two iron plates, rings,
pin and nut for use in an 8-inch howitzer and a Columbiad
seacoast gun.
Magazine: a bombproof structure for storing gunpowder and
ammunition.
Ordnance: artillery, cannon.
Ordnance stores: cannonballs, shot, shell, and artillery
equipment.
Palisade: timbered fence, usually sharpened, erected for
defensive purposes.
Parapet: top or crest of a rampart (see Fortification).
Postern: passageway constructed underneath a rampart
allowing for communication and transportation between the
outside and inside of a fortification.
Rampart: wall of earth that protects a fortified place (see
Fortification).
Ravelin: (see Demilune).
Redan: small work with two faces terminating in a salient
angle to cover an encampment, advanced posts, front of a fort,
approaches, bridges, etc.

Revetment: retaining wall designed to support the interior
slope of the parapet, rampart, or traverse.
Rifle-gun: cannon whose muzzle has spiral grooves to provide
greater distance and accuracy when fired.
Salient: a salient angle projecting away from the fortification.
Scarp (Escarp): interior side of the ditch.
Shell: hollow projectile, spherical or cylindrical, filled with
gunpowder and armed with a fuse designed to detonate the
projectile over a target or upon impact.
Smoothbore: cannon whose muzzle is smooth, without rifling.
Solid shot: solid iron cannonball designed to pierce or knock
down a target.
Terreplein: flat surface of the rampart where artillery is
mounted.
Traverse: mound of earth higher than the parapet which
shields artillerists and gun chambers from enfilade fire along the
line of a work (see Fortification).
Trunnion: two short cylinders projecting from the cannon tube
by which it rests upon a carriage.
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The Atlantic Ocean’s unrelenting encroachment, storms,
and time have finally done what the two largest Union
naval bombardments of the Civil War did not: reduce
Fort Fisher’s massive earthen ramparts. The U.S. Army
played a big role, too, when in 1940, it established an
advance anti-aircraft training base at the old Confederate
fort. The army also cut an airstrip through the middle
of Fort Fisher’s land face to allow small planes to land.
Today only about 20 percent of what was once the largest
and strongest seacoast fortification in the Confederacy
survives.

Photo by Daniel Ray Norris, January 1, 2011

Current Atlantic Ocean shoreline at the Fort Fisher State
Historic Site with overlay of Confederate Fort Fisher.
Courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Fort Fisher State Historic Site

The Fort Fisher State Historic Site comprises almost 260 acres.
Its rich Civil War and World War II history and natural habitat
attracts more than 400,000 people annually, making it by far the
most visited historic site in North Carolina. About half of the
fort’s land face defenses are extant, including Shepherd’s Battery

(seen here), where Union and Confederate soldiers fought bravely
on January 15, 1865. Colonel William Lamb wrote in 1893 that
he confidently believed the time would come when the people of
the Old North State would regard the battles of Fort Fisher as
the grandest events of her historic past.

